
roaacastin 
defend the studio. saying long -term 
deals are not a new concept in the 
absence of the financial interest and syn- 
dication rules. 

"This is not a heavy- handed thing 
on the part of the studio...it sort of lets 
everyone agree now to a concept as to 

how the true value [of a show) can be 
measured when it gets down to the 
end of a normal term." says one high - 
ranking network executive in busi- 
ness affairs. "lt makes eminent sense. 

"I'm not shocked it is happening." 
the source continues. "There are very 

few shows that have become instant 
hits. Seinfrid was not a hit in the first 
year. It takes longer to get to a position 
where a show is a certifiable hit: and 
meanwhile, the networks are making 
all of the investments in the first couple 
of years." 

Twentieth signs More- Medavoy, Levitan 
Studio gains access to ucting, producing talent 
By Lynette Rice 

Tentieth Century Fox TV -the 
leading supplier of prime time 
network dramas for the 1997 -98 

season -made significant strides last 
week in talent acquisition and series 
development. 

The Sandy Grushow led studio 
signed a first -look deal with the More - 
Medavoy management company. which 
boasts a talent pool of Laura San Giaco- 
mo. Jonathan Silverman, Jason Bate- 
man, David Schwimmer. Tisha Camp- 
bell and Marlee Matlin. among others. 

Although not a part of the deal. 
20th Century Fox TV had already 
chosen More - Medavoy client Jenna 
Elfman for its ABC sitcom Dhar,na & 
Greg. which debuts next fall. The 

management company 
headed by Erwin More 
and Brian Medavoy also 
signed client Ryan 
Reynolds to the studio's 
Two Guys. A Girl and a 
Pi::a Place. a midsea- 
son sitcom for Fox. 

In other moves. Gru- 
show boosted his roster 
of writers /producers by 
signing Steven Levitan. 
creator of NBC midsea- 
son show .lust Shoot Me. 
to an exclusive, multiyear develop- 
ment deal. Levitan -a fair- haired 
producer at NBC after Entertainment 
President Warren Littlefield asked 
him to take over temporarily as show 
runner on the struggling Men Behar- 

Sandy Grushow is 
beefing up his talent pool. 

i,n Badly last season - 
will remain on the Brill - 
stein- Grey show through 
early 1999 and then 
serve as a consultant for 
another two years. 

Levitan had been in a 

two -year arrangement 
with Brillstein -Grey. but 
signed with 20th Century 
Fox TV for a deal that 
begins in June 1998. Lev - 
itan's credits also include 
co- executive producer on 
Frasier and The Larry 
Sanders Shots. 

Twentieth Century Fox TV's team of 
producers /writers includes Chris Carter. 
David E. Kelley and Glen Morgan and 
James Wong on the drama side. and 
Chuck Lone. Danny Jacobson and Torn 
Gammill and Max Pross in comedy. 

/¡,. 
Salhany to 
Tarses: Stay \ Should ABC En- 
tertainment Pres- 

ident Jamie Tarses quit, now 
that she has a new boss in 
Chairman Stu Bloomberg? 
Departing UPN President 

Lucie Salhany gave her two 
cents to reporters at the 

annual press tour gathering last week in Pasadena, 
Calif. "I'd hate to see her not be there. Then you get 
into the issue of no real diversity in any of the net - 
works...and that's frightening." Salhany leaves her 
post in September but will remain on the network's 
operating board. In programing news, UPN execu- 
tives promised more tweaks for Hitz -the comedy 
starring Andrew Dice Clay -and for Head over 
Heels, which centers on a dating service in Miami. 

ABC goes to the movies 
ABC snagged a $50 million plus, 13 -movie pack- 
age from Sony that includes the recent release "My 
Best Friend's Wedding," starring Julia Roberts, and 
the action film "Air Force One," starring Harrison 

Ford and premiering July 25. Bids came in from the 
Big Four networks, with ABC paying the top price. 
The price could increase if "Air Force One" suc- 
ceeds at the box office, a source close to the nego- 
tiations says. Another film in the package is "The 
Fifth Element," starring Bruce Willis. 

Paramount gets Behr 
Producer and author Ira Steven Behr signed a three - 
year overall deal to develop drama series and long - 
form projects for the network TV division of Para- 
mount. Behr currently is executive producer on Para - 
mount's syndicated Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. 

WB reups Daniels, signs Litvack 
The WB's Susanne Daniels has signed on for anoth- 
er four years and has earned the new title of execu- 
tive vice president, programing. Daniels -on board 
since the network's creation -has been instrumental 
in developing shows that include Buffy, the Vampire 
Slayer. In other programing moves, The WB tapped 
John Litvack to be senior vice president of current 
programing. Litvack, senior vice president of network 
TV at Walt Disney TV since 1995, developed The 
WB's Smart Guy, among other shows. -LR 
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